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IntroductionIntroduction

Throughout Europe, valuable broadleaved tree 
species (ValBro) are important producers of high-
quality logs for veneer and furniture industries.

Such logs show two main characteristics:
a. Are bbranchranch--freefree.
b. Have large diameterslarge diameters and long long but logs.
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Photo A. Oosterbaan

These characteristics can be manipulated by 
various silvicultural interventions such as:

a. Sa. Selection of final crop treeselection of final crop trees

b. Pb. Pruningruning (formative and high)(formative and high)
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Selection of final crop treesSelection of final crop trees

As the ValBro need large crowns to produce high-diameter 
trees, their silviculture should focus on a reduced number of trees  
per ha.

Correlation dbh-mean crown diameter in sycamore 
trees (Nicolescu, 2008)

y = 22.691x + 44.67
R2 = 0.721
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How manyHow many final crop trees?final crop trees?

100-150-Black alder (Alnus glutinosa)

80-120-Walnut (Juglans spp.)

80-120140-160Wild cherry (Prunus avium)

90-120140-170Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus)

70-100120-150Ash (Fraxinus excelsior)

de Wouters and 
Notelaers, 2000

Pakenham, 
2005

Number of final crop trees/ha
Species

Under such circumstances, a Under such circumstances, a singlesingle--tree tree 
oriented managementoriented management in naturally regenerated or in naturally regenerated or 
planted, pure or mixed stands with ValBroplanted, pure or mixed stands with ValBro,, should should 
be performed.be performed.

It involves the It involves the selection of final crop treesselection of final crop trees in in 
the young stages of development (end of thicket the young stages of development (end of thicket 
stagestage--beginning of pole stage), as soon as the trees beginning of pole stage), as soon as the trees 
have reached a minimum dbh of 8have reached a minimum dbh of 8--10 cm. 10 cm. 
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Sometimes a Sometimes a twotwo--step approachstep approach, involving the , involving the 
(1) selection of (1) selection of potentialpotential final crop trees (dbh 8final crop trees (dbh 8--10 10 
cm, sometimes even less), followed by the (2) cm, sometimes even less), followed by the (2) 
selection of selection of ““genuinegenuine”” final crop trees (dbh about final crop trees (dbh about 
15 cm), is recommended.15 cm), is recommended.

These trees will be subsequently favoured by These trees will be subsequently favoured by 
heavy thinning from aboveheavy thinning from above providing a providing a freefree--growth growth 
state state at the crown level.at the crown level.
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PotentialPotential final crop treesfinal crop trees

Trees to be eliminatedTrees to be eliminated

Thicket stage

“Genuine” final crop trees

Pole stage
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The final crop trees are selected based on The final crop trees are selected based on 
three criteria:three criteria:
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a.a. QualityQuality

-- defectdefect--free trees (without lighting or logging free trees (without lighting or logging 
wounds, frost cracks, epicormic branches, forks, wounds, frost cracks, epicormic branches, forks, 
accumulations of dormant buds, etc.)accumulations of dormant buds, etc.);;

-- regenerated by seed (natural or artificial) or root regenerated by seed (natural or artificial) or root 
ssuckersuckers (e.g., wild cherry, wild service tree)(e.g., wild cherry, wild service tree);;

-- with cylindrical, vertical and straight boleswith cylindrical, vertical and straight boles;;
-- with with thin and as horizontal as possible branchesthin and as horizontal as possible branches;;
-- with with large and regularly developed crownslarge and regularly developed crowns..

“The ideal tree” (Pakenham, 2005)

Healthy balanced crown
Strong apical dominance
Flat branch angle
No forking
Light branching habit
Good crown to stem ratio
Staight clean stem
Minimal taper
Well rooted
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YES!YES!

Photo A. Oosterbaan

NO!NO!
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b.b. VigourVigour

-- thickest and tallest (predominant and dominant) trees.thickest and tallest (predominant and dominant) trees.
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c.c. SpacingSpacing

-- individuals as individuals as evenly spaced as possibleevenly spaced as possible, with a, with a
minimum distanceminimum distance between final crop trees of 50between final crop trees of 50--
70 per cent of average spacing at the rotation70 per cent of average spacing at the rotation age.age.

Thicket stage
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Pole stage

PruningPruning
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As As branchinessbranchiness is a major defect of logs that is a major defect of logs that 
makes them useless for veneer production, makes them useless for veneer production, 
artificial pruning of Vof ValalBBroro is necessary is necessary 
especially in artificially and, to some extent (e.g., especially in artificially and, to some extent (e.g., 
wild cherrywild cherry but also common ash, sycamorebut also common ash, sycamore), ), 
naturally regenerated stands. naturally regenerated stands. 

It combines It combines formative pruningformative pruning (shaping) (shaping) and and 
high pruninghigh pruning..

Formative pruning (shaping)Formative pruning (shaping)
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Purposes

1. Protect and favour a single leader (leading 
shoot).

2. Improve the quality of the stem.

What to do?

1. Remove forks.

2. Remove large branches.

3. Remove steeply ascending branches and promote
a definite leading shoot.
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Beginning and end

BeginningBeginning: at 1.5: at 1.5--2 meters in height.2 meters in height.

EndEnd: when target trees reach 3 (4) meters in height.: when target trees reach 3 (4) meters in height.
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Pruning season

Most species: early spring, just before the beginning of the
new growing season.

Wild cherry and walnut: late June or early July 
- cherry: to minimize the risk of bacterial canker;
- walnuts: to avoid excessive bleeding.

BUT: according to Bulfin et al. (2007): no need for 
shaping in the case of both species: for cherry = abandoned 
because of the bacterial canker; for walnuts = impossible 
owing to frost damages. 

Pruned height: stem/crown ratio = ½ to ½.

Branch size: maximum 2 cm at insertion 
point.
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Important advices (Bulfin et al., 2007)

1. Consider only defects that can be removed by 
shaping.

2. Can not do anything about crookedness or 
bayonets.

3. Do not waste time on deformed stems –
concentrate only on high-quality ones.

High pruningHigh pruning
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Purpose

To obtain a high proportion of valuable knot-
free timber mainly for veneer and furniture 
production.

Worth pruning: onlyonly the highthe high--quality (quality (final cropfinal crop))
treestrees selected earlierselected earlier..
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Pruning season

Most species: early spring, just before the beginning of the
new growing season (wounds will begin to heal 
immediately).

Wild cherry and walnut: July or August 
- cherry: to minimize the risk of infection by bacterial 

canker; 
- walnuts: to avoid excessive bleeding from pruning 
wounds.

Beginning of pruning

BBefore efore the the stem reaches stem reaches 
1010--1212 cm dbh.cm dbh.
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Pruning height and number of lifts

a. a. Pruned heightPruned height: 5: 5--6 m (very difficult and costly6 m (very difficult and costly
above 6 m).above 6 m).

b. b. Number of liftsNumber of lifts: usually 2 : usually 2 ((11 –– up to 3 m; up to 3 m; 22 ––

betweenbetween 3 3 and 5and 5--6 m) are performed6 m) are performed..

The The crown length after crown length after 
each lifteach lift should be at least should be at least 
50 50 (?) (?) per cent of total tree per cent of total tree 
heightheight..
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Position of cuts

1. Protect the branch-bark 
ridge and branch collar.

2. Do not use flush cuts.

3. Do not leave stubs.

Diameters of branches to cut

In general, maximum 3 cm at insertion point 
to promote quick healing of wounds. 
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Maximum 2 cm in case 
of silver birch, due to its 
very high susceptibility to 
rot.
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NO!

NO!
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Step 1

Step 2

When removing thicker 
branches: do not risk tearing 
the bark below the cut and 
use a two-step cut.

Pruning tools
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Pole saw (up to 4-5 m).

Miscellaneous

1. Do not use wound 
dressing (paint).
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2. Be careful with 
common ash...

THANKS FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION!


